
But I have a problem. 
I don’t fully understand comics. Far from it. I’m twenty-eight 

years old and I still find a lot of things to trouble me about a 
genre that I love. I’ve read comic books that make me weep 
with the magic of what can be achieved with a pen and a piece 
of paper (Maus). And I’ve read others that make me actively 
uncomfortable and leave me cold.

So what happens in these books to create such a paradigmatic 
shift in emotions? What makes me switch from being an engaged, 
passionate reader to one who puts down a book in disgust? What 
makes me change from somebody who can drink in issues of the 
Justice League but can go for years without an issue of Witchblade?

It’s all about the body beautiful.
The more comics I read, the more I become aware of the 

preponderance of women who prevent the apocalypse in a bra 
and thong. And the potential impact of these buxom bombshells 
or six-packed Adonis’ on the developing emotional awareness and 
psyche of a teenager still trying to find their way in the world can’t 
be overestimated.

What do teenagers think? Does a teenager read these comics 
and want to emulate their body shape? How do they feel when 
seeing somebody with the measurements of Barbie who can save 
the world in spandex and not even wear a bra in the process? Do 
they accept Superman’s six-pack as part of the ‘otherness’ of the 
comic book world or is it just another unachievable ideal? 

So I decided to find out.
I posted the following open ended question on Twitter, “Are 

you a teen who reads comic books? Writing an article + I want to 
know how the representation of body image affect YOU?”

Within five minutes I had my first response. @TomatoSurprise, 
a teenager who blogs at http://therealscratchpad.wordpress.com/
replied and said, “Disgusted by the portrayal of women in comics, 
in skin-tight bikinis with throbbing chests. I’m a teen boy, and it’s 
STILL gross.”

I followed my original tweet with the same questions to 
librarians, “#librarians how do u feel when talking about comic 
books 2 teens/YA? Do you feel confident in addressing how body 
image is represented?” Another tweet phrased it slightly differently, 
“Are you a #librarian who works with teens/YA? How do YOU 
feel about comic books on your shelves? Do you promo to kids and 
adults?”

The third and final section of Twitter was posed to parents,
“#parents #mums #dads What’s your pov on comic books and 
representation of body/body images? Do you let your kids read 
comics? 

Whilst waiting for further responses, I delved into the 
theoretical background of this issue. I wanted to gain a handle 
on current scholarly, as well as professional, thinking. What do 
psychologists, writers, sociologists, and librarians think of body 
imagery in comic books? Is there even statistical proof that the 
more extreme examples of comic book fetishism have a negative 
effect on the reader? Was I making all this up?

 One of the more prominent and recent surveys was that 
which was carried out by Hope Larson (graphic novel creator, 
writer, and artist) in early 2010. She polled a random sample 
of 198 female readers (recruited through Twitter) by providing 
them with a series of open ended questions. Larson’s premise 
behind the survey was primarily based around trying to gain 
a handle on her audience and its needs. Although her focus 
fell specifically on female readers and included wide-ranging 
questions not specifically focused on body imagery or the role of 
libraries, the conclusions are incredibly valid. And they’re pretty 
revelatory reading. We’re going hugely wrong if we can’t directly 
address some of the issues raised such as creating a welcoming 
atmosphere, or increasing availability, or simply telling girls that 
they will find comics with which they can identify. There is an 
excellent interview and a transcript of the results available at 
Comic Book Resources (see Resources). Perhaps what is more eye-
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Before I get going, I need to make one thing straight. I adore comic books. I 
really and honestly do. I’m currently wallowing in Buffy season eight and the 

sensation of  holding a film in my hands will never dull for me. Discovering writers/
artists like Marjane Satrapi make me giggle with nerdy joy. 



opening are the pages upon pages of comments at the end of the 
article.

Academically speaking, there’s a heavy disposition towards 
discussing the effects of body imagery upon the female psyche 
(Groesz et al, 2002. Doehnt & Tiggemann, 2006) as opposed to 
considering the potential effects on both genders. One article that 
I did find that discussed a masculine point of view was Brown’s 
(1999) discussion on Comic Book Masculinity and the New Black 
Superhero. Of particular note here is Brown’s discussion of the 
gendering of musculature. Does a more muscular character mean 
more masculine? I posed this question on Twitter and received 
the following response from @SarangaComics, “Not when it’t 
[sic] Grace Choi or a muscled WW! Now when Power Girl is done 
right.” @SarangaComics went on to comment that, “I think we 
need a variety of body types in comics—thin, muscled, tall, short, 
stocky, curvy, small-breasted, long-limbed” [new tweet] “And fat 
and Amazon/Valkyrie-like—Gert from Runaways is so great partly 
because she’s fat and also cool. I want more like her” [new tweet] 
“If we had more variety and not such a preponderance of sexualised 
women then this conversation would be a moot point. We need to”
[new tweet] “see that fat and not conventionally attractive ppl can 
be heroes too. Hence all the love for Gert and Amanda Waller.”

She’s got a point. 
I quickly began to realise that a lot of my initial concerns 

around the topic of body image were already being addressed 
online. There’s a coterie of supportive and articulate readers 
out there who are actively owning their reading by taking a 
deliberately critical stance on comic books. These readers (of both 
sexes) are, in the absence of mainstream support, examining their 
attitudes towards the representation in comic books. 

Sites like Sequential Tart both challenge and parody the more 
provocative elements of comic books. You need to read Bad 
Girls Revisited: Chapter Two: The Snap™ and the Sway™ for 
a merciless dissection of some of the worst examples of bad girl 
art. Women in Refrigerators is one of the elder sites out there, 
dating from 1999, and came from one of the great leading lights 
in the industry, Gail Simone. Simone devised the term “Women in 
Refrigerators” to define those female characters who had suffered 
death, maiming, or dispowering. There is an International Read 
Comics in Public Day and one site which now takes photographic 
submission of women reading comics in public at any time 
(http://womenreadcomicsinpublic.tumblr.com/).  There are really 
not enough librarians on there . . . 

So how does all this translate into practice? How do we take 
this empowering online comic book culture and transfer the 
principals of free, frank and intelligent discussion onto our 
readers? How do we empower our teens to make a choice and to 
have confidence in that choice?

I approached one of my peers for her input. Liz is a librarian 
who has worked in both academic and public libraries and with 
a variety of readers of all ages and backgrounds. I asked her what 
her thoughts were on stocking graphic novels and the potential 
impact they may hold on the reader. She commented that “there 
is an inherent danger in anything that is aimed at teens specifically 
since they are searching for ways to define and identify their own 
identities. It’s difficult as librarians for us to address or manage this. 
We might omit buying a few titles, but only if they were extreme. 
Other than that, our aim is always to have balanced viewpoints to 
offer the sort of things that our users want to read. I don’t see it as 
our job to parent readers, rather to make material available for them 
to discover for themselves (with perhaps a little nudging).”

We can’t stop people reading certain items—and that should be 
a directly antithetical concept to the librarian. What we can do is 
support them in their reading choices. Enlist the help of your staff. 

Enlist the help of your readers. Ask 
them what they want. Enlist the help 
of the Internet. Carry out an audit on 
your graphic novel collection and make 
yourself aware of what it is saying—
and perhaps more important, make 
yourself aware of what it could say to 
a novice reader. Review items. Actively 
promote independent presses. Step 
outside the superhero genre. Appoint 
a member of your team as a graphic 
novel specialist. Utilize online reviews 
to see what they say. Put yourselves 
out there and display pictures of your 
staff reading comic books. Speak up 
on blogs and ask for feedback. Get 
your name out there as a graphic novel 
friendly library. 

Reading is at heart a lonely process. 
But now I’m not alone. 

I can stick my hand up and go 
“Oracle—boob shot—a little gratuitous 
no?” and a  world of  bloggers , 
Twitterers, and  Facebookers out there 
will agree with me. Just knowing 
that these people are out there is an 
amazing and frankly astounding gift 
which negates a lot of the negative 
impact of highly sexualised artwork. 
Things seem a little less scary when you 
know it’s not just you.

Knowledge is power. As a librarian, 
it is up to you to pass this onto your 
readers.

Spread the word. n
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